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AROINTED ADEINORT AROINT, to drive away [v] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

RATIONED ADEINORT RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

NOTARIES AEINORST NOTARY, public officer who certifies documents [n] 

NOTARISE AEINORST to notarize (to certify through notary) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SENORITA AEINORST unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n -S] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

IDOLATER ADEILORT one that worships idols [n -S] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

ANEROIDS ADEINORS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ANODISER ADEINORS anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

ASTONIED ADEINOST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

SEDATION ADEINOST reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

ASTEROID ADEIORST type of celestial body [n -S] 

AILERONS AEILNORS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

ALIENORS AEILNORS ALIENOR, one that transfers property [n] 

ELATIONS AEILNOST ELATION, feeling of great joy [n] 

INSOLATE AEILNOST to expose to sunlight [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ANORETIC ACEINORT anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n -S] 

CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

ANTIHERO AEHINORT protagonist who is notably lacking in heroic qualities [n -ES] 

ATROPINE AEINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

ENTRAILS AEILNRST internal organs [n -S] 

LATRINES AEILNRST LATRINE, type of toilet [n] 

RATLINES AEILNRST RATLINE, one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n] 

RETINALS AEILNRST RETINAL, retinene (pigment in retina) [n] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

DARIOLES ADEILORS DARIOLE, type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n] 

DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

ISOLATED ADEILOST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

SODALITE ADEILOST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

RETINOLS EILNORST RETINOL, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

ACTIONED ACDEINOT ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

CATENOID ACDEINOT geometric surface [n -S] 

CERATOID ACDEIORT hornlike (resembling horn) [adj] 

ACROLEIN ACEILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 
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LONICERA ACEILNOR shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

LORICATE ACEILORT animal having lorica [n -S] 

SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

ACONITES ACEINOST ACONITE, poisonous herb [n] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

SONICATE ACEINOST to disrupt with sound waves [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

ANTIPODE ADEINOPT exact opposite [n -S] 

AEROLITH AEHILORT aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n -S] 

HOARIEST AEHIORST HOARY, white with age [adj] 

PELORIAN AEILNOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

EPILATOR AEILOPRT agent for removing hair [n -S] 

PETIOLAR AEILOPRT pertaining to petiole (stalk of leaf) [adj] 

SAPONITE AEINOPST mineral found in veins and cavities of rocks [n -S] 

SEPTORIA AEIOPRST type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

DILATERS ADEILRST DILATER, dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n] 

LARDIEST ADEILRST LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

REDTAILS ADEILRST REDTAIL, type of hawk [n] 

TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

DIATRONS ADINORST DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

TONSILAR AILNORST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [adj] 

LADRONES ADELNORS LADRONE, thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S] 

DELATORS ADELORST DELATOR, one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n] 

LEOTARDS ADELORST LEOTARD, close-fitting garment [n] 

LODESTAR ADELORST star used as point of reference [n -S] 

LENTOIDS DEILNOST LENTOID, object shaped like lens [n] 

STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj] 

DICENTRA ACDEINRT perennial herb [n -S] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CANISTER ACEINRST small, metal box [n -S] 

CERATINS ACEINRST CERATIN, keratin (fibrous protein) [n] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CREATINS ACEINRST CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 

SCANTIER ACEINRST SCANTY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

TACRINES ACEINRST TACRINE, drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n] 

ANTHERID ADEHINRT male reproductive organ of certain plants [n -S] 

DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S] 

HAIRNETS AEHINRST HAIRNET, net worn to keep hair in place [n] 

INEARTHS AEHINRST INEARTH, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

THERIANS AEHINRST THERIAN, any of subclass of mammals [n] 

INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TRAPLINE AEILNPRT series of traps [n -S] 
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TRIPLANE AEILNPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

PAINTERS AEINPRST PAINTER, one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n] 

PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PINASTER AEINPRST pine tree [n -S] 

PRISTANE AEINPRST chemical compound [n -S] 

REPAINTS AEINPRST REPAINT, to paint again [v] 

CODEINAS ACDEINOS CODEINA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

DIOCESAN ACDEINOS bishop [n -S] 

IDOCRASE ACDEIORS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CALORIES ACEILORS CALORIE, unit of heat [n] / CALORY [n] 

CARIOLES ACEILORS CARIOLE, small, open carriage [n] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

SOCIETAL ACEILOST SOCIETY, organized group of persons [adj] 

ADHESION ADEHINOS act of adhering (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S] 

PALINODE ADEILNOP formal retraction [n -S] 

PETALOID ADEILOPT resembling petal (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

DIASPORE ADEIOPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AIRHOLES AEHILORS AIRHOLE, hole to let air in or out [n] 

SHOALIER AEHILORS SHOALY, full of shallow areas [adj] 

OPALINES AEILNOPS OPALINE, opaque white glass [n] 

PELORIAS AEILOPRS PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [n] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SPOLIATE AEILOPST to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CARTONED ACDENORT CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

NOTECARD ACDENORT card used for sending short messages [n -S] 

ANCESTOR ACENORST to be ancestor (person from whom one is descended) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENACTORS ACENORST ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 

PRONATED ADENOPRT PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

OPERANTS AENOPRST OPERANT, one that operates (to perform function) [n] 

PRONATES AENOPRST PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PROTEANS AENOPRST PROTEAN, type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

CENTROID CDEINORT center of mass of object [n -S] 

DOCTRINE CDEINORT belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated [n -S] 

COINTERS CEINORST COINTER, to bury together [v] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

NOTICERS CEINORST NOTICER, one that notices (to become aware of) [n] 

DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

HORNIEST EHINORST HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

ORNITHES EHINORST ORNIS, avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

POINTERS EINOPRST POINTER, one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PROTEINS EINOPRST PROTEIN, nitrogenous organic compound [n] 
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REPOINTS EINOPRST REPOINT, to point again [v] 

TROPINES EINOPRST TROPINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 

TENDRILS DEILNRST TENDRIL, leafless organ of climbing plants [n] 

TRINDLES DEILNRST TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

ORDINALS ADILNORS ORDINAL, number designating position in series [n] 

DILATORS ADILORST DILATOR, one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n] 

INCHOATE ACEHINOT being in early stage [adj] 

APOCRINE ACEINOPR pertaining to type of gland [adj] 

CAPONIER ACEINOPR type of defense [n -S] 

PROCAINE ACEINOPR compound used as local anesthetic [n -S] 

OPERATIC ACEIOPRT technique of staging operas [n -S] 

ARTICLED ACDEILRT ARTICLE, to charge with specific offenses [v] 

LACERTID ACDEILRT type of lizard (any of suborder of reptiles) [n -S] 

DANCIEST ACDEINST DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DISTANCE ACDEINST to leave behind [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ACRIDEST ACDEIRST ACRID, sharp and harsh to taste or smell [adj] 

CARLINES ACEILNRS CARLINE, carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n] 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n -S] 

CANISTEL ACEILNST tropical tree [n -S] 

ARTICLES ACEILRST ARTICLE, to charge with specific offenses [v] 

RECITALS ACEILRST RECITAL, detailed account [n] 

STERICAL ACEILRST steric (pertaining to spatial relationships of atoms in molecule) [adj] 

HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

HANDIEST ADEHINST HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HARDIEST ADEHIRST HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj] 

DIPTERAL ADEILPRT having two rows or columns [adj] 

TRIPEDAL ADEILPRT having three feet [adj] 

SPRAINED ADEINPRS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

DEPAINTS ADEINPST DEPAINT, to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v] 

RAPIDEST ADEIPRST RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

TRAIPSED ADEIPRST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

INHALERS AEHILNRS INHALER, one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n] 

PRALINES AEILNPRS PRALINE, confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n] 

PANELIST AEILNPST member of discussion or advisory group [n -S] 

PANTILES AEILNPST PANTILE, roofing tile [n] 

PLAINEST AEILNPST PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PILASTER AEILPRST rectangular column [n -S] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAITERS AEILPRST PLAITER, one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n] 

TORNADIC ACDINORT TORNADO, violent windstorm [adj] 

CILANTRO ACILNORT herb used in cooking [n -S] 

CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CAROTINS ACINORST CAROTIN, carotene (plant pigment) [n] 

CORTINAS ACINORST CORTINA, membrane on some mushrooms [n] 

HORNTAIL AHILNORT wasplike insect [n -S] 
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ATROPINS AINOPRST ATROPIN, atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

SEPALOID ADEILOPS SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

COLANDER ACDELNOR kitchen utensil for draining off liquids [n -S] 

CONELRAD ACDELNOR system of defense in event of air attack [n -S] 

ENDOSARC ACDENORS portion of cell [n -S] 

ENDOCAST ACDENOST cast of cranial cavity [n -S] 

TACNODES ACDENOST TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n] 

REDCOATS ACDEORST REDCOAT, British soldier during American Revolution [n] 

LACTONES ACELNOST LACTONE, any of group of esters [n] 

CROTALES ACELORST CROTALE, small cymbal [n] 

LOCATERS ACELORST LOCATER, one that locates (to determine position of) [n] 

SECTORAL ACELORST of or pertaining to sector [adj] 

HARDNOSE ADEHNORS stubborn person [n -S] 

PORTALED ADELOPRT PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [adj] 

OPERANDS ADENOPRS OPERAND, quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n] 

PADRONES ADENOPRS PADRONE, master or boss [n] 

PANDORES ADENOPRS PANDORE, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

NOTEPADS ADENOPST NOTEPAD, number of sheets of paper glued together at one end [n] 

ADOPTERS ADEOPRST ADOPTER, one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n] 

PASTORED ADEOPRST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

READOPTS ADEOPRST READOPT, to adopt again [v] 

ANETHOLS AEHLNOST ANETHOL, anethole (chemical compound) [n] 

ETHANOLS AEHLNOST ETHANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

LOATHERS AEHLORST LOATHER, one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n] 

RATHOLES AEHLORST RATHOLE, hole made by rat [n] 

PERSONAL AELNOPRS brief, private notice in newspaper [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

POLENTAS AELNOPST POLENTA, thick mush of cornmeal [n] 

PETROSAL AELOPRST part of temporal bone [n -S] 

POLESTAR AELOPRST guiding principle [n -S] 

CONSIDER CDEINORS to think about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORDITES CDEIORST CORDITE, explosive powder [n] 

INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

LICENSOR CEILNORS licenser (one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to)) [n -S] 

LECTIONS CEILNOST LECTION, portion of sacred writing read in church service [n] 

TELSONIC CEILNOST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [adj] 

CLOISTER CEILORST to seclude (to remove or set apart from others) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COISTREL CEILORST knave (dishonest person) [n -S] 

COSTLIER CEILORST COSTLY, expensive [adj] 

INHOLDER DEHILNOR one that owns tract of land within national park [n -S] 

HORDEINS DEHINORS HORDEIN, simple protein [n] 

HEDONIST DEHINOST follower of hedonism [n -S] 

PRISONED DEINOPRS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

DIOPTERS DEIOPRST DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [n] 

DIOPTRES DEIOPRST DIOPTRE, diopter (measure of refractive power) [n] 

PERIDOTS DEIOPRST PERIDOT, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

PORTSIDE DEIOPRST on left side of ship facing forward [adv] 
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PROTEIDS DEIOPRST PROTEID, protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

RIPOSTED DEIOPRST RIPOST, to riposte (to make return thrust in fencing) [v] / RIPOSTE [v] 

TOPSIDER DEIOPRST one who is at highest level of authority [n -S] 

HOLSTEIN EHILNOST breed of cattle [n -S] 

HOTLINES EHILNOST HOTLINE, direct communications system for immediate contact [n] 

NEOLITHS EHILNOST NEOLITH, ancient stone implement [n] 

PROLINES EILNOPRS PROLINE, amino acid [n] 

POTLINES EILNOPST POTLINE, row of electrolytic cells [n] 

TOPLINES EILNOPST TOPLINE, outline of top of animal's body [n] 

POITRELS EILOPRST POITREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

PERIANTH AEHINPRT outer covering of flower [n -S] 

TROLANDS ADLNORST TROLAND, unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n] 

CANOPIED ACDEINOP CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

HEROICAL ACEHILOR courageous; noble [adj] 

ACHIOTES ACEHIOST ACHIOTE, yellowish red dye [n] 

CAPRIOLE ACEILOPR to leap (to spring off ground) [v D, -LING, -S] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

CANOPIES ACEINOPS CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

CAPONISE ACEINOPS to caponize (to geld rooster) [v D, -SING, -S] 

ECTOPIAS ACEIOPST ECTOPIA, congenital displacement of parts or organs [n] 

DIAPHONE ADEHINOP low-pitched foghorn [n -S] 

APHELION AEHILNOP point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -A, -S] 

PHELONIA AEHILNOP liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

APHONIES AEHINOPS APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n] 

APHORISE AEHIOPRS to aphorize (to write or speak in aphorisms) [v D, -SING, -S] 

ANCHORET ACEHNORT recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion) [n -S] 

COPARENT ACENOPRT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORTANCE ACENOPRT demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

NOTCHIER CEHINORT NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj] 

ENTROPIC CEINOPRT ENTROPY, thermodynamic measure of disorder [adj] 

INCEPTOR CEINOPRT one that incepts (to take in) [n -S] 

DECRIALS ACDEILRS DECRIAL, act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n] 

RADICELS ACDEILRS RADICEL, rootlet (small root) [n] 

RADICLES ACDEILRS RADICLE, part of plant embryo [n] 

CITADELS ACDEILST CITADEL, fortress or stronghold [n] 

DIALECTS ACDEILST DIALECT, regional variety of language [n] 

SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S] 

LIPREADS ADEILPRS LIPREAD, to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker [v] 

PARSLIED ADEILPRS PARSLEY, cultivated herb [adj] 

SPIRALED ADEILPRS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

TALIPEDS ADEILPST TALIPED, person afflicted with clubfoot [n] 

CENTRALS ACELNRST CENTRAL, telephone exchange [n] 

ENTHRALS AEHLNRST ENTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

PLANTERS AELNPRST PLANTER, one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n] 

REPLANTS AELNPRST REPLANT, to plant again [v] 

SPRINTED DEINPRST SPRINT, to run at top speed [v] 

SPLINTER EILNPRST to split into sharp, slender pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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IRONCLAD ACDILNOR armored warship [n -S] 

ANTICOLD ACDILNOT effective against common cold [adj] 

DALTONIC ACDILNOT pertaining to form of color blindness [adj] 

DICROTAL ACDILORT dicrotic (having double pulse beat) [adj] 

SARDONIC ACDINORS mocking [adj] 

CAROTIDS ACDIORST CAROTID, artery in neck [n] 

CLARIONS ACILNORS CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

DIOPTRAL ADILOPRT DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [adj] 

TRIPODAL ADILOPRT TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

PONIARDS ADINOPRS PONIARD, to stab with dagger [v] 

PINTADOS ADINOPST PINTADO, large food fish [n] 

SATINPOD ADINOPST flowering plant [n -S] 

PARODIST ADIOPRST one who parodies [n -S] 

PAROTIDS ADIOPRST PAROTID, salivary gland [n] 

CELADONS ACDELNOS CELADON, pale green color [n] 

LEOPARDS ADELOPRS LEOPARD, large, carnivorous feline mammal [n] 

PRELOADS ADELOPRS PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

TADPOLES ADELOPST TADPOLE, aquatic larva of amphibian [n] 

INCLOSED CDEILNOS INCLOSE, to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v] 

SCLEROID CDEILORS sclerous (hardened) [adj] 

LEPORIDS DEILOPRS LEPORID, gnawing mammal [n] 

PISTOLED DEILOPST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PORTENDS DENOPRST PORTEND, to serve as omen of [v] 

PROTENDS DENOPRST PROTEND, to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v] 

INARCHED ACDEHINR INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

TRACHEID ACDEHIRT long, tubular plant cell [n -S] 

PEDANTIC ACDEINPT PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [adj] 

PICRATED ACDEIPRT PICRATE, chemical salt [adj] 

CHATLINE ACEHILNT telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

ETHNICAL ACEHILNT ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [adj] 

ARCHINES ACEHINRS ARCHINE, Russian unit of linear measure [n] 

CHAINERS ACEHINRS CHAINER, chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n] 

INARCHES ACEHINRS INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

ASTHENIC ACEHINST slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

CHANTIES ACEHINST CHANTY, chantey (sailor's song) [n] 

CHARIEST ACEHIRST CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

THERIACS ACEHIRST THERIAC, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

PARTICLE ACEILPRT very small piece or part [n -S] 

PRELATIC ACEILPRT PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [adj] 

CRISPATE ACEIPRST curled [adj] 

PARETICS ACEIPRST PARETIC, one affected with paresis [n] 

PICRATES ACEIPRST PICRATE, chemical salt [n] 

PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v D, -SING, -S] 

HEPARINS AEHINPRS HEPARIN, biochemical [n] 

SERAPHIN AEHINPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

THESPIAN AEHINPST actor or actress [n -S] 

TRIPHASE AEHIPRST having three phases [adj] 
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ANORTHIC ACHINORT denoting certain type of crystal system [adj] 

INTHRALS AHILNRST INTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

ANCHORED ACDEHNOR ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

CHORDATE ACDEHORT any of large phylum of animals [n -S] 

ENDOCARP ACDENOPR inner layer of pericarp [n -S] 

CHELATOR ACEHLORT one that chelates (to combine metal ion with compound) [n -S] 

CHLORATE ACEHLORT chemical salt [n -S] 

TROCHLEA ACEHLORT anatomical structure resembling pulley [n E, -S] 

THORACES ACEHORST THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

CONEPATL ACELNOPT conepate (skunk) [n -S] 

PECTORAL ACELOPRT something worn on breast [n -S] 

CAPSTONE ACENOPST top stone of structure [n -S] 

OPENCAST ACENOPST worked from surface open to air [adj] 

POSTRACE ACEOPRST following race [adj] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

PHONATED ADEHNOPT PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

PLETHORA AEHLOPRT excess [n -S] 

PHAETONS AEHNOPST PHAETON, light carriage [n] 

PHONATES AEHNOPST PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

STANHOPE AEHNOPST light, open carriage [n -S] 

PHORATES AEHOPRST PHORATE, insecticide [n] 

TECHNOID CDEHINOT technician [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

CHLORINE CEHILNOR gaseous element [n -S] 

CHLORITE CEHILORT mineral group [n -S] 

CLOTHIER CEHILORT one who makes or sells clothing [n -S] 

CHORINES CEHINORS CHORINE, chorus girl [n] 

REPLICON CEILNOPR section of nucleic* acid that replicates as unit [n -S] 

LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj] 

LEPROTIC CEILOPRT leprous (affected with leprosy) [adj] 

PETROLIC CEILOPRT derived from petroleum [adj] 

CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v D, -RING, -S] 

INCORPSE CEINOPRS to become combined with [v D, -SING, -S] 

TROPHIED DEHIOPRT TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

THOLEPIN EHILNOPT pin that serves as oarlock [n -S] 

HELIPORT EHILOPRT airport for helicopters [n -S] 

PHONIEST EHINOPST PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

TROPHIES EHIOPRST TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

CANDLERS ACDELNRS CANDLER, one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n] 

HANDLERS ADEHLNRS HANDLER, one that handles (to touch with hands) [n] 

SHETLAND ADEHLNST wool yarn [n -S] 

SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S] 

SPINDLER DEILNPRS one that spindles (to impale on slender rod) [n -S] 

SPLINTED DEILNPST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

CORDIALS ACDILORS CORDIAL, liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

SHITLOAD ADHILOST offensive word [n -S] 

ALTHORNS AHLNORST ALTHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 
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PLASTRON ALNOPRST part of shell of turtle [n -S] 

SPLENDOR DELNOPRS magnificence [n -S] 

DROPLETS DELOPRST DROPLET, tiny drop [n] 

POACHIER ACEHIOPR POACHY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

HERALDIC ACDEHILR pertaining to heraldry (art or science of armorial bearings) [adj] 

ECHIDNAS ACDEHINS ECHIDNA, spiny anteater [n] 

RACHIDES ACDEHIRS RACHIS, spinal column [n] 

PANICLED ACDEILNP PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [adj] 

PLICATED ACDEILPT plicate (pleated) [adj] 

PERACIDS ACDEIPRS PERACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

SPICATED ACDEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CHARLIES ACEHILRS CHARLIE, fool [n] 

ETHICALS ACEHILST ETHICAL, drug sold by prescription only [n] 

CAPELINS ACEILNPS CAPELIN, small, edible fish [n] 

PANICLES ACEILNPS PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [n] 

PELICANS ACEILNPS PELICAN, large, web-footed bird [n] 

CALIPERS ACEILPRS CALIPER, to use type of measuring device [v] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

REPLICAS ACEILPRS REPLICA, close copy or reproduction [n] 

SPIRACLE ACEILPRS orifice through which breathing occurs [n -S] 

SEPTICAL ACEILPST SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [adj] 

TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

DEANSHIP ADEHINPS deanery (office of dean) [n -S] 

HEADPINS ADEHINPS HEADPIN, bowling pin [n] 

PINHEADS ADEHINPS PINHEAD, head of pin [n] 

RAPHIDES ADEHIPRS RAPHIDE, needle-shaped crystal occurring in plant cells [n] / RAPHIS [n] 

PITHEADS ADEHIPST PITHEAD, mine entrance [n] 

EARLSHIP AEHILPRS earldom (rank of earl) [n -S] 

HARELIPS AEHILPRS HARELIP, deformity of upper lip [n] 

PLASHIER AEHILPRS PLASHY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

HAPLITES AEHILPST HAPLITE, aplite (fine-grained rock) [n] 

CHANTERS ACEHNRST CHANTER, one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n] 

SNATCHER ACEHNRST one that snatches (to seize suddenly) [n -S] 

STANCHER ACEHNRST STANCH, staunch (firm and dependable) [adj] / one that stanches (to stop flow of blood from) [n -S] 

TRANCHES ACEHNRST TRANCHE, portion [n] 

PANTHERS AEHNPRST PANTHER, leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n] 

CHRISTEN CEHINRST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CITHERNS CEHINRST CITHERN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITHRENS CEHINRST CITHREN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

SNITCHER CEHINRST one that snitches (to tattle (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S] 

HADRONIC ACDHINOR HADRON, elementary particle [adj] 

ACROLITH ACHILORT type of statue (three-dimensional work of art) [n -S] 

CHITOSAN ACHINOST compound derived from chitin [n -S] 

ACTORISH ACHIORST ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

CHARIOTS ACHIORST CHARIOT, to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v] 

HARICOTS ACHIORST HARICOT, seed of various string beans [n] 
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PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj] 

TROPICAL ACILOPRT plant of region lying between tropics [n -S] 

PARSONIC ACINOPRS PARSON, clergyman [adj] 

CAPTIONS ACINOPST CAPTION, to provide with title [v] 

PACTIONS ACINOPST PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

APRICOTS ACIOPRST APRICOT, edible fruit [n] 

PISCATOR ACIOPRST fisherman [n -S] 

APHORIST AHIOPRST one that aphorizes (to write or speak in aphorisms) [n -S] 

TRICLADS ACDILRST TRICLAD, aquatic flatworm [n] 

HANDLIST ADHILNST reference list [n -S] 

SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S] 

DISPLANT ADILNPST to dislodge (to remove from firm position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATHODES ACDEHOST CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [n] 

CLODPATE ACDELOPT stupid person [n -S] 

SCOREPAD ACDEOPRS pad on which scored points are recorded [n -S] 

CHALONES ACEHLNOS CHALONE, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

CHOLERAS ACEHLORS CHOLERA, acute disease [n] 

CHORALES ACEHLORS CHORALE, hymn that is sung in unison [n] 

CHOLATES ACEHLOST CHOLATE, chemical salt [n] 

ESCHALOT ACEHLOST shallot (plant resembling onion) [n -S] 

PARCLOSE ACELOPRS screen dividing areas in church [n -S] 

POLECATS ACELOPST POLECAT, carnivorous mammal [n] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

POTHEADS ADEHOPST POTHEAD, one who smokes marijuana [n] 

TAPHOLES AEHLOPST TAPHOLE, hole in blast furnace [n] 

CHLORIDE CDEHILOR chlorine compound [n -S] 

HEDONICS CDEHINOS branch of psychology [n -S] 

PERCOIDS CDEIOPRS PERCOID, any of large suborder of spiny-finned fishes [n] 

DESPOTIC CDEIOPST DESPOT, tyrant (absolute ruler) [adj] 

CHOLINES CEHILNOS CHOLINE, B vitamin [n] 

HELICONS CEHILNOS HELICON, large bass tuba [n] 

CEORLISH CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

PINOCLES CEILNOPS PINOCLE, pinochle (card game) [n] 

POLICERS CEILOPRS POLICER, one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n] 

TOECLIPS CEILOPST TOECLIP, device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n] 

SIPHONED DEHINOPS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SPHENOID DEHINOPS bone of skull [n -S] 

SPHEROID DEHIOPRS type of geometric solid [n -S] 

PINHOLES EHILNOPS PINHOLE, small hole made by pin [n] 

POLISHER EHILOPRS one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S] 

REPOLISH EHILOPRS to polish again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HELISTOP EHILOPST heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HOPLITES EHILOPST HOPLITE, foot soldier of ancient Greece [n] 

ISOPLETH EHILOPST type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

CHORTENS CEHNORST CHORTEN, Tibetan shrine [n] 

NOTCHERS CEHNORST NOTCHER, one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -RA, -S] 
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CALDRONS ACDLNORS CALDRON, large kettle or boiler [n] 

DIPLONTS DILNOPST DIPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

HAPTENIC ACEHINPT HAPTEN, substance similar to antigen [adj] 

CHAPITER ACEHIPRT capital of column [n -S] 

PATCHIER ACEHIPRT PATCHY, uneven in quality [adj] 

PHREATIC ACEHIPRT pertaining to underground waters [adj] 

CANTRIPS ACINPRST CANTRIP, magic spell [n] 

TRANSHIP AHINPRST to transfer from one conveyance to another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CHAPERON ACEHNOPR to chaperone (to escort to maintain propriety) [v ED, -ING, -S] 

CENOTAPH ACEHNOPT empty tomb [n -S] 

PROCHEIN CEHINOPR nearest in time, relation, or degree [adj] 

PHONETIC CEHINOPT pertaining to speech sounds [adj] 

PHORETIC CEHIOPRT PHORESY, symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [adj] 

DISPLACE ACDEILPS to remove from usual or proper place [v D, -CING, -S] 

HELIPADS ADEHILPS HELIPAD, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n] 

CHANDLER ACDEHLNR dealer in provisions [n -S] 

TRACHLED ACDEHLRT TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

SNATCHED ACDEHNST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

STANCHED ACDEHNST STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

STARCHED ACDEHRST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

PANDECTS ACDENPST PANDECT, complete body of laws [n] 

CHARNELS ACEHLNRS CHARNEL, room where corpses are placed [n] 

TRACHLES ACEHLRST TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

SCEPTRAL ACELPRST pertaining to royal authority [adj] 

SPECTRAL ACELPRST resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit) [adj] 

SHRAPNEL AEHLNPRS fragments from exploding bomb, mine, or shell [n -S] 

CHILDREN CDEHILNR CHILD, young person [n] 

ELDRITCH CDEHILRT weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] 

SNITCHED CDEHINST SNITCH, to tattle (to reveal activities of another) [v] 

DITCHERS CDEHIRST DITCHER, one that ditches (to dig long, narrow excavation in ground) [n] 

PRESCIND CDEINPRS to consider separately [v ED, -ING, -S] 

PREDICTS CDEIPRST PREDICT, to tell of or about in advance [v] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

PHILTRED DEHILPRT PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

PHILTERS EHILPRST PHILTER, to put under spell of love potion [v] 

PHILTRES EHILPRST PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

PICADORS ACDIOPRS PICADOR, horseman in bullfight [n] 

SPORADIC ACDIOPRS occurring at irregular intervals [adj] 

SALPICON ACILNOPS mixture of chopped foods in sauce used as stuffings [n -S] 

CAPITOLS ACILOPST CAPITOL, building occupied by state legislature [n] 

COALPITS ACILOPST COALPIT, pit from which coal is obtained [n] 

TOPICALS ACILOPST TOPICAL, postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n] 

SIPHONAL AHILNOPS of or pertaining to siphon [adj] 

HOSPITAL AHILOPST medical institution [n -S] 

CHANTORS ACHNORST CHANTOR, chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n] 
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COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 

PEDOCALS ACDELOPS PEDOCAL, type of soil [n] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 

CHELOIDS CDEHILOS CHELOID, keloid (scar caused by excessive growth of fibrous tissue) [n] 

DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

CHORTLED CDEHLORT CHORTLE, to chuckle with glee [v] 

CHOLENTS CEHLNOST CHOLENT, traditional Jewish stew [n] 

CHORTLES CEHLORST CHORTLE, to chuckle with glee [v] 

POTSHERD DEHOPRST fragment of broken pottery [n -S] 

CEPHALIN ACEHILNP bodily chemical [n -S] 

PARHELIC ACEHILPR pertaining to parhelia (bright circular spots appearing on solar halo) [adj] 

PAINCHES ACEHINPS PAINCH, paunch (belly or abdomen) [n] 

ASPHERIC ACEHIPRS varying slightly from exactly spherical shape [adj] 

PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

SERAPHIC ACEHIPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [adj] 

HEPATICS ACEHIPST HEPATIC, drug acting on liver [n] 

PASTICHE ACEHIPST artistic work made of fragments from various sources [n -S] 

PISTACHE ACEHIPST shade of green [n -S] 

PENTARCH ACEHNPRT one of five joint rulers [n -S] 

PROCHAIN ACHINOPR prochein (nearest in time, relation, or degree) [adj] 

ATROPHIC ACHIOPRT ATROPHIA, wasting away of body or any of its parts [adj] 

THINCLAD ACDHILNT runner on track team [n -S] 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

POTLACHE ACEHLOPT potlach (ceremonial feast) [n -S] 

PANOCHES ACEHNOPS PANOCHE, panocha (coarse Mexican sugar) [n] 

POACHERS ACEHOPRS POACHER, one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n] 

PHENOLIC CEHILNOP synthetic resin [n -S] 

PINOCHLE CEHILNOP card game [n -S] 

CHIPOTLE CEHILOPT smoked and dried jalapeno pepper [n -S] 

HELICOPT CEHILOPT to travel by helicopter [v ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOPINES CEHINOPS CHOPINE, type of shoe (covering for foot) [n] 

POSTICHE CEHIOPST imitation (act of imitating (to behave in same way as)) [n -S] 

POTICHES CEHIOPST POTICHE, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

PLACOIDS ACDILOPS PLACOID, fish having platelike scales [n] 

HAPLOIDS ADHILOPS HAPLOID, cell having only one set of chromosomes [n] 

SHIPLOAD ADHILOPS as much as ship can carry [n -S] 

CHALDRON ACDHLNOR unit of dry measure [n -S] 

CHLORDAN ACDHLNOR toxic compound of chlorine [n -S] 

CROPLAND ACDLNOPR farmland (cultivated land) [n -S] 

POSTCARD ACDOPRST card for use in mail [n -S] 

CALTROPS ACLOPRST CALTROP, spiny plant [n] 

HARDTOPS ADHOPRST HARDTOP, type of car (automobile) [n] 

POTSHARD ADHOPRST potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S] 

ALPHORNS AHLNOPRS ALPHORN, wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n] 

HAPLONTS AHLNOPST HAPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

NAPHTOLS AHLNOPST NAPHTOL, naphthol (chemical compound) [n] 
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CHLORINS CHILNORS CHLORIN, chlorine (gaseous element) [n] 

TROCHILS CHILORST TROCHIL, African bird [n] 

PLANCHET ACEHLNPT flat piece of metal for stamping into coin [n -S] 

CHAPTERS ACEHPRST CHAPTER, to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v] 

PATCHERS ACEHPRST PATCHER, one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n] 

PINCHERS CEHINPRS PINCHER, one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n] 

PINSCHER CEHINPRS large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

PITCHERS CEHIPRST PITCHER, container for holding and pouring liquids [n] 

ORPHICAL ACHILOPR orphic (mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic)) [adj] 

APHONICS ACHINOPS APHONIC, one affected with aphonia [n] 

CHLORIDS CDHILORS CHLORID, chloride (chlorine compound) [n] 

DOLPHINS DHILNOPS DOLPHIN, marine mammal [n] 

LORDSHIP DHILOPRS power of lord [n -S] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to dispatch (to send off with speed) [v ED, -ING, -S] 

PLANCHES ACEHLNPS PLANCH, plank [n] / PLANCHE [n] 

CHAPLETS ACEHLPST CHAPLET, wreath for head [n] 

SCAPHOID ACDHIOPS bone of wrist [n -S] 

CALTHROP ACHLOPRT caltrop (spiny plant) [n -S] 

STROPHIC CHIOPRST STROPHE, part of ancient Greek choral ode [adj] 

PILCHARD ACDHILPR small marine fish [n -S] 

DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v ED, -ING, -S] 

POCHARDS ACDHOPRS POCHARD, sea duck [n] 


